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we're one of the first clients testing windows vista beta 1 for wpcentral.com. it's a neat, easy-to-use client, and it's refreshing to see a
client that supports word docs (.doc) and graphics (.docx) so elegantly. what's more, the live icons are completely transparent and
not static in the space they fill, but they really show off the icons themselves. i'll admit to being a bit worried when microsoft updated
the look of windows for macs way back in 2000 and 2004. but i'm happy to report that they haven't done too much damage in vista
beta 1. the evolution of the look of windows for macs over the past few years has been swift and refreshing, and vista beta 1 falls in
line with this history. when we first saw windows vista beta 1, we were a little less sure about how seriously microsoft was taking
vista's unified theme. it just seems a bit disconnected from the windows environment, and we knew we'd be comparing it to mac os x
anyway. but after using it for a little while, we're pleasantly surprised. we're not sure why microsoft changed the look of the mac os x
theme, but we're happy to be reminded of why they were so proud of it. if microsoft really wanted to give the user the greatest, most
well-conceived interface in the history of computing, it would deliver vista beta 1 with the mac os x theme. in fact, we think that
they've done so. and we think you'll be equally happy if you upgrade to windows vista beta 1. searches are all well and good, but i
think microsoft really nailed it on the head when they began discussing how windows vista beta 1's data visualization and
organizational features go beyond simple searching a few months ago. search is great, microsoft lead product manager greg sullivan
told me in april. we will have desktop search in [windows vista]. but our contention is, if you're searching, you've lost something. we
are building an automatically organized system where you don't lose it in the first place. the system is smart enough to understand
the data itself and how different types of data relate to each other. what we're doing is much more impressive than the 'hail mary'
pass of search, which often returns lots of irrelevant results. don't get me wrong: search is important. but it's only part of the story.
the system we are delivering won't force you to search for your data.
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the next thing you need to remember is that windows vista beta 1 exists inside of vista beta 2. the difference between the two is that
windows vista beta 1 exists on a pure development system, while vista beta 2 is full blown windows vista that's meant to provide test
machines for microsoft's windows vista beta testers. the development version is incomplete, and features will continue to be added

until windows vista is officially released in late 2006. vista beta 2 is due out in april, but microsoft is only letting microsoft beta testers
preview the final version. microsoft has said that testers need at least a 2 ghz p4 or faster, with 1gb of ram, preferably 256mb of

vram, and a 1 gb hard drive. and a note for windows vista beta 2 testers: if you've used other windows releases, you may be a little
disappointed by the simplicity of vista beta 2. microsoft has attempted to get the most of out of the new windows gui, but the feature
set has been limited. for example, you can add dvd's to your windows vista beta 2 system and watch them, but you cannot see the

dvd's titles or play them like you can on a mac. after all of that, you've probably noticed that i'm a huge vista fan, and highly
recommend that you go ahead and try it out. the differences between vista and previous microsoft os releases like windows 2000 are

jaw dropping. one area in particular that vista beta 2 provides is virtual desktop support. windows vista has native support for
managing up to 16 virtual desktops, which is great for those of you who use multiple monitors in your work environment. 5ec8ef588b
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